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ABSTRACT: Quantum chemical calculations have been
performed on negatively charged nitric acid−sulfuric acid−
dimethylamine clusters. The cluster energies were combined
with a kinetic model to study the chemical ionization of
sulfuric acid molecules and sulfuric acid−dimethylamine
clusters with nitrate ions. Both the sulfuric acid monomer
and the H2SO4·(CH3)2NH cluster get ionized, but the cluster
has a much higher dipole moment, and thus a higher collision
rate with charger ions. Clustering of sulfuric acid with bases
will therefore increase its detection probability in the CIMS,
instead of decreasing it as has been suggested previously.
However, our comparison of different quantum chemical
methods shows some uncertainty on the extent of sulfuric
acid−dimethylamine cluster formation in typical ambient conditions, and no experimental data is available for comparison. Apart
from affecting CIMS measurements, the degree of clustering is directly linked to the formation rate of larger clusters, and needs
to be quantified in order to understand atmospheric new-particle formation. On the basis of the different charging efficiencies of
the monomer and the cluster, a method is proposed for determining experimentally the binding energies of H2SO4·base clusters
by measuring the extent of cluster formation as a function of base concentration.

■ INTRODUCTION

Sulfuric acid has been observed to have an important role in
atmospheric new-particle formation in various types of
environments around the world.1,2 Field measurements of
gas-phase sulfuric acid started in the 1980s and 1990s when the
CIMS (Chemical Ionization Mass Spectrometer) was intro-
duced.3−5 Since then, the CIMS has been the predominant
instrument used for gas-phase sulfuric acid measurements both
in field campaigns and in laboratory experiments.
The working principle of the CIMS is to charge the sample

gas selectively by chemical ionization, and then detect the ions
by mass spectroscopy. In the case of sulfuric acid measure-
ments, the charger ions are typically nitrate ions and/or HNO3·
NO3

− dimers. These provide a very selective chemical
ionization, as sulfuric acid is one of the only species in the
atmosphere that is more acidic than nitric acid. The other
compound both commonly present in the atmosphere and
charged by nitrate ions is malonic acid.
After the introduction of the CIMS, several studies

investigated whether clustering of the charger ions had an
effect on the charging efficiency.6−8 It was concluded that the
mass of the charger ion affected the collision frequency as
expected, but clustering had no other effect. The impact of
cluster formation of the neutral species on the charging
efficiency has received less attention until lately, probably at
least partly because composition-selective detection of neutral

clusters is not possible. Even now, there are no experimental
results on formation energies of neutral sulfuric acid−base
clusters. Viggiano et al.8 concluded from their experiments that
either (H2SO4)n clusters were not present or did not get
ionized by the nitrate ions. Hanson and Eisele9 suggested that
the charging efficiency of (H2SO4)n·(NH3)n clusters might be
significantly lower than that of pure sulfuric acid due to their
lower acidity. Kurteń et al.10 used quantum chemistry to
compute proton transfer energies related to charging sulfuric
acid−ammonia and sulfuric acid−dimethylamine clusters with
nitrate ions, and concluded that the H2SO4·NH3 and H2SO4·
(CH3)2NH clusters might have a lower charging probability
than sulfuric acid monomers. However, the study was based on
equilibrium distributions, and did not take into account the
dynamics of the charging process. In the cluster-CIMS11 and
the CI-APi-TOF,12 charging efficiencies of all clusters have
been assumed to be equal to that of sulfuric acid monomers. To
our knowledge, charging efficiency estimates have as yet never
taken into account the change in the collision rate due to
clustering of the neutral molecules.
Several parametrizations have been proposed for collision

rates between ions and neutral molecules, the most widely used
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of which are those by Su and Bowers13 and Su and
Chesnavich.14 Both of these take into account the reduced
mass of the collision partners as well as the dipole moment and
polarizability of the neutral species. We have used these two
parametrizations to calculate collision rates of sulfuric acid and
sulfuric acid−dimethylamine clusters with nitrate ions and
HNO3·NO3

− clusters, and computed evaporation rates of the
collision products based on three different quantum chemical
data sets. We have then simulated the charging process with the
cluster collision and evaporation kinetics code ACDC
(Atmospheric Cluster Dynamics Code), to obtain results easily
comparable with CIMS measurements.

■ METHODS

Equations Governing Cluster Dynamics. The time
evolution of a cluster population can be described by the
birth-death equations. The rate of change of each cluster
concentration is computed based on collision and fragmenta-
tion processes, and possibly external source and loss terms such
as chemical reactions or deposition on walls. In this study, the
birth-death equations are generated and solved using the
Atmospheric Cluster Dynamics Code, ACDC,15,16 which uses
the Matlab ode15s routine17 for integrating the time evolution.
For neutral-neutral collision rates we use the classical gas

kinetics expression
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where mred is the reduced mass of the collision partners, ri is the
radius of cluster i, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the
temperature. The radii are calculated using bulk liquid densities
(ρH2SO4

= 1830 kg/m3, ρDMA = 680 kg/m3, ρHNO3
= 1513 kg/

m3)18 assuming spherical clusters and ideal mixing.
In collisions of ions with neutral molecules or clusters, the

collision cross section is larger than would be predicted from
the physical dimensions of the collision partners due to their
the long-range attraction. A simplified classical treatment of the
interaction between the ion and the permanent and induced
dipole moment of the neutral species gives the collision
frequency13
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where qi is the charge of the ion, αj and μj are the polarizability
and dipole moment of the neutral molecule, respectively, ε0 is
the vacuum permittivity, and C ∈ [0,1] is an empirical factor
scaling the importance of the ion-dipole term. A value of C = 1
would correspond to assuming that the dipole is constantly
pointing toward the ion, while a fit to experimental data13 gave
the value C = 0.15 used in this study.
A different approach was presented by Su and Chesnavich14

who performed trajectory simulations of collisions between a
point charge and a rigidly rotating molecule. They observed
that the collision frequency depended on three reduced
parameters, the Langevin collision rate βi,j

L = qimred
−1/2(παj/

ε0)
1/2, I* = μjI/(αjqmred) and x = μj/(8πε0αjkBT)

1/2, where I is
the moment of inertia of the neutral molecule. At low values of
I*, namely when I* < (0.7 + x2)/(2 + 0.6x), the collision rate
was noted to be independent of I*, and a fit to the simulated
data produced the parametrization
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All ion-neutral collisions occurring in this study fall into this
low-I* region.
Both parametrizations have been compared extensively with

experimental collision rates and found to give good
predictions.8,19−21 Efforts have also been made to take into
account more details such as the kinetic energy of the collision
partners22 or the polarizability of the ion.23 However, while
reaction rates of ion-molecule reactions can readily be
measured, it is not always clear if the reactions are collision
limited, and experimental assessment of collision rates is less
straightforward.23 In this study, we use mostly the para-
metrization (3) which has been tested and seen to perform well
for nitrate ions and sulfuric acid molecules,8 but we also present
a comparison with parametrization (2) to demonstrate that our
conclusions are robust with respect to details in the description
of the ion-neutral collision rate.
Evaporation rates of the clusters are calculated assuming

detailed balance as24
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where ΔG are the Gibbs free energies of formation of the
evaporating cluster and the products at temperature T and
pressure Pref.
It is assumed in the simulations that all collisions lead to the

formation of the product cluster, and if the product is
unfavorable, it is destroyed according to its evaporation rates.
The recent experiments by Bzdek et al.25 suggest that this
might not be the case as there may be activation energy barriers
related to the collision processes. Although the existence of
such barriers seems probable, their height has not yet been
quantified. The barriers, if present, are likely to vary between
collision partners, and may thus have a different effect on the
charging probability of different neutral species. However, while
the barriers alter the time evolution of the cluster
concentrations, they do not affect the equilibrium distributions
as both collision and evaporation rates decrease by the same
factor.

Quantum Chemical Calculations. Gibbs free energies of
nitric acid containing neutral and negatively charged clusters
were calculated using a multistep method presented by Ortega
et al.24 Geometry optimizations and frequency calculations
were performed with the B3LYP hybrid functional26 and a
CBSB7 basis set (same as 6-311G(2d,d,p))27 using the
Gaussian09 program,28 and a higher-level single-point energy
was then calculated with the RI-CC2 method29,30 and an aug-
cc-pV(T+d)Z basis set31 using the TURBOMOLE program.32

The energies and geometries of the most stable (lowest ΔG)
conformers are given at 298.15 K in the Supporting
Information and, for the clusters not containing nitric acid, in
previous publications.16,24 For simulations at 278.00 K, the
corresponding Gibbs free energies were recalculated based on
the vibrational frequencies and rotational constants. The dipole
moments and polarizabilities of all neutral molecules and
clusters were computed with the B3LYP/CBSB7 method using
the Gaussian09 program,28 and are presented in the Supporting
Information. As a comparison, we also use previously
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published10 Gibbs free energies calculated with the G3MP233

and PW91/6-311++G(3df, 3pd)34−36 methods, and in this case
the temperature dependence is approximated as G(T) =
H(298.15 K) − T·S(298.15 K). This gives practically the same
result as calculating G from the vibrational frequencies and
rotational constants, as both H and S depend weakly on
temperature.
G3MP2 is a composite method combining HF/6-31G(d)

frequencies (scaled by the factor 0.8929) and a set of electronic
energy corrections.33 It has been tested against experimental
enthalpies of formation, ionization energies, electron affinities
and proton affinities of a variety of atoms and molecules, and
the average absolute deviation from experiment was 1.30 kcal/
mol.33 Similar extensive benchmarking has not been performed
for cluster formation energies, and the accuracy of the method
is likely to be somewhat worse. One potential problem is that
the frequency scaling factor has been optimized for intra-
molecular vibrations and might not perform as well for
frequencies corresponding to the looser intermolecular bonds.
The B3LYP/CBSB7//RICC2/aug-cc-pV(T+d)Z method

has been compared with measured formation energies of a
few small positively charged sulfuric acid−ammonia clusters
and seen to agree well,21 but a comparison with other quantum
chemical methods has suggested that it tends to overestimate
the binding of neutral clusters by a few kcal/mol.37 A
comprehensive benchmarking study has not been possible
due to the lack of relevant experimental data. The vibrational
frequencies are calculated similarly as in the CBS-QB3
method27 except that the scaling factor 0.99, again optimized
for intramolecular vibrations, is not used. Since this part of the
calculation is done with a higher level method than the
Hartree−Fock calculation used in the G3MP2 method, the
frequencies are expected to be more accurate. The electronic
energy, however, is simply taken from one RI-CC2 calculation
(approximate coupled cluster singles and doubles method,
CC2,29 with the resolution of the identity approximation, RI30),
while more corrections are taken into account in the G3MP2
method. As a result, it is not clear which of these methods
should be trusted more in the context of cluster formation free
energies, but at least for the electrically neutral sulfuric acid-
DMA clusters the B3LYP/CBSB7//RICC2/aug-cc-pV(T+d)Z
method probably gives too negative formation energies.37

The pure DFT method PW91/6-311++G(3df, 3pd) with no
higher level energy corrections is likely to be less accurate than
the other two methods.37 However, it has been used extensively
for sulfuric acid−base−water clusters,38−40 and was therefore
chosen to be included in the comparison.
The only cluster considered in this study for which

experimental formation free energies are available is the charger
ion trimer NO3

−·(HNO3)2.
41,42 Enthalpies of formation have

been determined also for several other ionic clusters containing
sulfuric acid and nitric acid.43 These formation energies and
evaporation rates are compared to the values obtained from
different quantum chemical methods in the Supporting
Information. Besides the large differences between the three
computational methods, also discrepancies between different
experiments and between experiments and quantum chemistry
are typically of the order of a few kcal/mol for enthalpies and
Gibbs free energies or a few orders of magnitude for
evaporation rates. Therefore, this comparison does not provide
any conclusion about the relative trustworthiness of the
computational methods.

A common problem in computing the Gibbs free energy of
any complicated system with any standard quantum chemical
method is that various kinds of hindered rotations and other
large-amplitude motions are treated as harmonic vibrations.
The harmonic frequencies obtained for these modes describe
the motion poorly no matter how accurate the potential energy
surface is, and have a strong effect on the calculated entropy
value.44 On the other hand, reliable experimental determination
of cluster formation entropies is also complicated, as illustrated
by the very small number of systems for which such
information is available. In the quantum-chemical treatment
of electronic energies and hence enthalpies, it is essential to
take into account electron correlation in order to properly
describe chemical bonding and especially weaker interactions
such as hydrogen bonding. The most accurate energies are
obtained from correlated wavefunction-based methods, and
DFT methods are also better than the Hartree−Fock method
that completely neglects electron correlation.

Parameters Related to the CIMS. The first step in the
operation of the CIMS instrument is to produce nitrate ions.
The formed NO3

− ions then collide with neutral HNO3
molecules to form NO3

−·HNO3 and NO3
−·(HNO3)2 clusters.

The distribution of these three charger ion types depends on
the nitric acid concentration and the charging time, and may
vary between different instruments. In the selected ion CIMS
(SICIMS45) the settings are chosen so that NO3

−·HNO3
clusters are the dominant species with a smaller contribution
from NO3

− ions and an even smaller contribution from NO3
−·

(HNO3)2 clusters. In this study the charger ions are simulated
as a mixture of 80% NO3

−·HNO3 clusters and 20% NO3
−

ions.45

The formed NO3
−·(HNO3)n ions are moved from the ion

source to the sample air flow using electric fields, while the
neutral HNO3 molecules are not mixed into the sample air. In
field measurements, however, the sampled air itself contains
some nitric acid. Daytime ambient nitric acid concentrations
have been measured in the range 0.2−20 ppbv.46−48 The nitric
acid in the sample affects the distribution of the charger ions by
converting NO3

− ions to NO3
−·HNO3 clusters, and at very

high concentrations also NO3
−·HNO3 to NO3

−·(HNO3)2.
Consequently, the charging efficiency decreases slightly with
increasing nitric acid concentration as the mass of the charger
ions increases. However, if the instrument is calibrated at the
same conditions where the measurements are performed, the
variations in the charger ion distribution have little effect unless
the charging efficiencies of different clusters are affected very
differently (that is, if the neutral clusters have a very wide range
of masses). Nitric acid can also form neutral clusters with
sulfuric acid and bases, but these have weak binding energies
and their concentrations are negligible even at high HNO3
concentrations. Finally, the nitric acid molecules can collide
with the sulfuric acid clusters after charging and thus affect the
charged cluster distribution. To demonstrate the effect of the
ambient nitric acid concentration, we have studied three
different cases: [HNO3] = 0, 0.2, and 20 ppbv.
The concentration of charger ions inside different parts of

the instrument is difficult to determine, but it has been
estimated10 to be between 106 and 109 cm−3 in the chemical
ionization region. The sulfuric acid concentration measurement
is based on the ratio

∑ ·
∑ ·

−

−
[HSO (HNO ) ]
[NO (HNO ) ]

n

n

4 3

3 3
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which can be determined directly from the mass spectrometer
signal counts without knowing the absolute concentrations.
This ratio is effectively independent of the initial charger ion
concentration, as long as only a small fraction of the charger
ions collide with a small fraction of the neutral molecules and
clusters. In order to minimize the depletion of neutral sulfuric
acid, a charger ion concentration of 106 cm−3 has been used in
this study.
The charger ions are mixed with the sample flow at ambient

pressure, and let to react with the neutral molecules and
clusters. In the SICIMS,45 the reaction time is approximately
0.15 s, and this value has been used in the simulations. At the
end of the chemical ionization region, the ions are removed
from the neutral gas flow using electric fields. The ions are then
either guided directly into a mass spectrometer, or first
fragmented in a collisional dissociation chamber (CDC) by
energetic collisions with neutral molecules. The function of the
CDC is to convert all sulfuric acid containing ions into HSO4

−

core ions and all charger ions into NO3
− core ions, but these

fragmentation processes are beyond the scope of this study.
According to quantum chemical calculations, the lowest

energy configurations of the clusters HSO4
−·HNO3 and

HSO4
−·(HNO3)2 actually have a nitrate ion as charge carrier.

A comparison of experimental and theoretical vibrational
spectra49 has shown that the heterodimer can exist both as
HSO4

−·HNO3 and NO3
−·H2SO4, while the two heterotrimers

correspond predominantly to the structures NO3
−·H2SO4·

HNO3 and HSO4
−·H2SO4·HNO3. In this study, we assume that

all clusters are always in their minimum energy configuration
and that all molecules can evaporate from them in their neutral
form. This is equivalent to assuming that there are no energy
barriers for proton transfers or rearrangement of molecules
inside a cluster. With this assumption, the highest evaporation
rate from each of these clusters corresponds to HNO3, and to
emphasize this we denote always the bisulfate ion to be the
charge carrier.
Cluster Dynamics Simulations. First, the neutral steady-

state cluster distribution is simulated with ACDC. When using

the B3LYP/CBSB7//RI-CC2/aug-cc-pV(T+d)Z energies, the
clusters (H2SO4)0−2·((CH3)2NH)0−2 are included in the
simulation, while for the other quantum chemical methods
the H2SO4·((CH3)2NH)2 cluster is left out. For studying the
effect of ambient nitric acid, the additional clusters (H2SO4)0−1·
((CH3)2NH)0−1·HNO3 and (HNO3)2 are included. A coagula-
tional loss coefficient L = 2.6 × 10−3 s−1 corresponding to the
Hyytial̈a ̈ boreal forest station50 has been used for all molecules
and clusters. In all neutral cluster simulations, the DMA
concentration and either the sum [H2SO4] + [H2SO4·
(CH3)2NH] or the sulfuric acid production rate are set to a
constant value, and all other concentrations are initially set to
zero. The birth-death equations are then integrated until a
steady state is reached.
According to a previous study using B3LYP/CBSB7//RI-

CC2/aug-cc-pV(T+d)Z energies,16 the principal growth route
to clusters with more than two sulfuric acid molecules is
through a collision of (H2SO4)2·((CH3)2NH)2 with H2SO4·
(CH3)2NH. Therefore, clusters are allowed to grow out of the
current simulation system only via collisions that lead to
clusters containing at least three sulfuric acids and three DMAs.
This boundary condition also reproduces the cluster distribu-
tion found in a system of clusters up to (H2SO4)4·
((CH3)2NH)4 better than if clusters are allowed to grow out
with only three acids and two DMAs. When collisions produce
clusters that are outside the simulated system but do not fulfill
the condition for growing out of the system, they are assumed
to evaporate molecules instantaneously until they are back in
the system. For instance a collision of two (H2SO4)2·
(CH3)2NH clusters will result in a (H2SO4)2·((CH3)2NH)2
cluster and two H2SO4 molecules. When nitric acid containing
clusters are used, any nitric acid molecules are evaporated first
when bringing a collision product back into the system. A more
detailed description of growth pathways and boundary
conditions can be found in our earlier publication.16

After obtaining the neutral cluster distribution, we move on
to the chemical ionization. The flow is assumed to be locally
well mixed, so that concentrations are well-defined and the

Table 1. Collision Rate Enhancement Due to Clustering, Defined as βion+X/βion+H2SO4

a

(HNO3)n·NO3
− + X

eq 213 eq 314

n = 0 n = 1 n = 2 n = 0 n = 1 n = 2

cluster (=X)
βion+H2SO4

=
1.47 × 10−9 cm3/s

βion+H2SO4
=

1.22 × 10−9 cm3/s
βion+H2SO4

=
1.13 × 10−9 cm3/s

βion+H2SO4
=

2.40 × 10−9 cm3/s
βion+H2SO4

=
2.00 × 10−9 cm3/s

βion+H2SO4
=

1.85 × 10−9 cm3/s

H2SO4·H2O 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.8
H2SO4·(H2O)2 1.0 1.0 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9
H2SO4·(H2O)3 1.0 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.7
H2SO4·NH3 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.6 1.6 1.5
H2SO4·(CH3)2NH 2.0 1.9 1.9 2.4 2.4 2.3
(H2SO4)2 0.7 0.7 0.6 0.4 0.4 0.4
(H2SO4)2·H2O 1.5 1.4 1.4 1.6 1.5 1.5
(H2SO4)2·(H2O)2 1.6 1.5 1.4 1.7 1.6 1.5
(H2SO4)2·(H2O)3 1.7 1.6 1.5 1.9 1.8 1.7
(H2SO4)2·NH3 2.0 1.9 1.8 2.5 2.3 2.2
(H2SO4)2·(CH3)2NH 1.9 1.8 1.7 2.1 2.0 1.9
(H2SO4)2·((CH3)2NH)2 1.7 1.6 1.5 1.7 1.6 1.5
H2SO4·(CH3)2NH·H2O 1.7 1.6 1.6 2.0 1.9 1.8
H2SO4·(CH3)2NH·(H2O)2 1.5 1.4 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.4
(H2SO4)2·(CH3)2NH·H2O 1.7 1.6 1.5 1.8 1.6 1.5

aThe collision rate βion+H2SO4
, of sulfuric acid with the charger ions (HNO3)n·NO3

− (n = 0, 1, 2) is given in the first row.
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birth-death equations can be used. We sum up the neutral
distribution and the charger ions ([NO3

−] = 2 × 105 cm−3 and
[NO3

−·HNO3] = 8 × 105 cm−3) to give the initial
concentration, and then run the simulation for 0.15 s with no
additional source terms. Since the wall losses inside the
instrument are not known, we use for neutrals the same losses
as in the neutral simulation and for ions the same value
multiplied by a factor of 2. The sets of clusters used with each
quantum chemical method are presented in Tables 2−4. For
G3MP2 and PW91/6-311++G(3df,3pd), negative clusters with
two sulfuric acids and one or more nitric acids are not available,
so we concentrate mainly on the B3LYP/CBSB7//RI-CC2/
aug-cc-pV(T+d)Z data in the chemical ionization simulations.
The negative clusters are allowed to grow out of the system if
they contain at least three sulfuric acid molecules. Otherwise,
collision products outside the simulated system are forced back
into the system by evaporating nitric acid and DMA molecules.

■ RESULTS
Collision and Evaporation Rates. The collision rates of

sulfuric acid molecules and neutral sulfuric acid containing
clusters with the charger ions NO3

−, NO3
−·HNO3 and NO3

−·
(HNO3)2 were calculated using eqs 2 and 3. The dipole
moments and polarizabilities used for the collision rates were
calculated with the B3LYP/CBSB7 method, and they are
presented in the Supporting Information. The collision
enhancement factors due to clustering, β(ion + X)/β(ion +
H2SO4), are presented in Table 1. The two methods of Su and
Bowers13 and Su and Chesnavich14 give somewhat different
values for the collision rates, but both predict similar trends
with respect to clustering.
It can be seen that hydration of the sulfuric acid molecule has

very little effect on its collision rate with the charger ions. On

the other hand, clustering with a DMA molecule increases the
collision rate by a factor of 2 due to the significant (factor of 3)
increase in the dipole moment. If the H2SO4·(CH3)2NH cluster
is hydrated, the collision enhancement is slightly smaller but
still significant. Clustering with ammonia also increases the
collision rate, but the H2SO4·NH3 cluster is less stable and
therefore less abundant than the H2SO4·(CH3)2NH cluster.
The pure sulfuric acid dimer is very symmetric and thus has a

small dipole moment and a low collision rate with ions. It is,
however, quite unstable (i.e., has a very high evaporation rate)
according to all quantum chemical methods, and has a
negligible concentration at ambient conditions. Addition of
water or ammonia molecules to the acid dimer increases its
dipole moment and also stabilizes it, but not enough to make it
abundant compared to the monomer in conditions relevant for
the boundary layer.51 DMA, on the other hand, forms strongly
bound clusters with two sulfuric acid molecules, and these
clusters, both dry and hydrated, have high dipole moments and
a strong collision enhancement compared to the sulfuric acid
monomer.
In both parametrizations (2) and (3), the only effect of the

identity of the charger ion on the collision rate is through its
mass. The collision enhancement factor for each neutral cluster
decreases slightly as the mass of the charger ion increases, but
overall the composition of the neutral cluster has a stronger
effect on the enhancement factor than the size of the charger
ion.
From here on, we concentrate on sulfuric acid−DMA

clusters. These are predicted by the two most reliable quantum
chemical methods used in this study to be abundant even at
trace concentrations of DMA. Recent experimental results51

also show a strong effect of ppt-level DMA on sulfuric acid
cluster formation, indicating significant formation of small

Table 2. Evaporation Rates (1/s) at T = 298.15 K Calculated Using Eqs 4 and 3 and B3LYP/CBSB7//RICC2/aug-cc-pV(T+d)Z
Cluster Energies and B3LYP/CBSB7 Dipole Moments and Polarizabilitiesa

evaporating molecule

cluster H2SO4 (CH3)2NH HNO3

H2SO4·(CH3)2NH 5.9 × 10−2 5.9 × 10−2

(H2SO4)2 7.1 × 103

(H2SO4)2·(CH3)2NH 5.5 × 10−5 2.2 × 10−10

(H2SO4)2·((CH3)2NH)2 1.5 × 10−15 9.8 × 10−5

HSO4
−·(CH3)2NH 7.5 × 109

HSO4
−·H2SO4 2.6 × 10−15

HSO4
−·H2SO4·(CH3)2NH 1.7 × 10−22 4.8 × 102

HSO4
−·H2SO4·((CH3)2NH)2 3.5 × 108

NO3
−·HNO3 9.6 × 10−8

NO3
−·(HNO3)2 2.3 × 105

HSO4
−·HNO3 1.1 × 10−15 3.2 × 10−4

HSO4
−·(HNO3)2 1.1 × 10−3 9.6 × 104

HSO4
−·HNO3·(CH3)2NH 2.6 × 103 1.1 × 10−10

HSO4
−·(HNO3)2·(CH3)2NH 4.4 × 102 1.7 × 104

(HNO3)2 2.9 × 1011

H2SO4·HNO3 1.6 × 108 1.6 × 108

HNO3·(CH3)2NH 3.5 × 105 3.5 × 105

H2SO4·HNO3·(CH3)2NH 1.0 × 10−2 2.0 × 10−5 6.2 × 104

HSO4
−·H2SO4·HNO3 6.7 × 10−7 8.2 × 104

HSO4
−·H2SO4·HNO3·(CH3)2NH 8.7 × 10−11 3.3 × 10−1 5.7 × 101

HSO4
−·H2SO4·(HNO3)2·(CH3)2NH 3.4 × 10−9 6.4 × 105

HSO4
−·H2SO4·HNO3·((CH3)2NH)2 6.9 1.1 × 10−6

HSO4
−·H2SO4·(HNO3)2·((CH3)2NH)2 5.1 × 10−1 4.7 × 104

aThe highest evaporation rate for each cluster is marked in bold.
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sulfuric acid−amine clusters. Furthermore, the H2SO4·DMA
clusters have a relatively high ion collision enhancement with
respect to sulfuric acid monomers, and thus provide an
interesting test case. Other strong bases are likely to behave in a
similar way. As hydration of the neutral clusters and charger
ions affects the collision rates and cluster distributions only
slightly, the presence of water does not change qualitatively the
effect of DMA on the detection of sulfuric acid, and for
simplicity we only consider dry clusters.
Evaporation rates calculated according to eqs 4, 1, and 3 and

using formation free energies computed with the B3LYP/
CBSB7//RI-CC2/aug-cc-pV(T+d)Z method are presented in
Table 2. In the simulations, clusters are also allowed to break
into two smaller clusters, but these fission rates are lower than
the highest monomer evaporation rates.
As a comparison, evaporation rates calculated from

previously published cluster energies using different quantum
chemical methods10 are presented in Tables 3 and 4. The same
collision rates have been used in all cases to enable direct
evaluation of the differences due to the different binding
energies predicted by different methods. In any case, while the
dipole moments and polarizabilities affect the evaporation rates

via detailed balance, the free energies are by far the determining
factor.
The evaporation rates obtained using B3LYP/CBSB7//RI-

CC2/aug-cc-pV(T+d)Z energies and G3MP2 energies are
mostly within 2 orders of magnitude of each other, while
PW91/6-311++G(3df,3pd) evaporation rates differ more from
the two other sets. The largest discrepancy between the
different methods is in the (H2SO4)2·((CH3)2NH)2 cluster,
which is predicted to be very unstable according to the PW91/
6-311++G(3df,3pd) method and very stable according to the
two other methods. Overall, B3LYP/CBSB7//RI-CC2/aug-cc-
pV(T+d)Z predicts strongest binding, G3MP2 slightly weaker
binding and PW91/6-311++G(3df,3pd) much weaker binding.
G3MP2 is the highest level quantum chemistry method of this
set, but since none of the methods have been designed for
molecular clusters, it is not certain whether it is closest to the
true formation energy for all clusters. Therefore, cluster kinetics
simulations have been performed with all three sets of quantum
chemical cluster energies.

Cluster Distributions before and after Chemical
Ionization. Neutral Cluster Distributions. Neutral steady
state cluster distributions at different conditions and calculated

Table 3. Evaporation Rates (1/s) at T = 298.15 K Calculated Using Eqs 4 and 3 with G3MP2 Cluster Energies10 and B3LYP/
CBSB7 Dipole Moments and Polarizabilitiesa

evaporating molecule

cluster H2SO4 (CH3)2NH HNO3

H2SO4·(CH3)2NH 1.4 1.4
(H2SO4)2 1.6 × 104

(H2SO4)2·(CH3)2NH 5.6 × 10−5 2.3 × 10−9

(H2SO4)2·((CH3)2NH)2 2.1 × 10−4

HSO4
−·(CH3)2NH 4.6 × 109

HSO4
−·H2SO4 1.2 × 10−14

HSO4
−·H2SO4·(CH3)2NH 3.3 × 10−20 1.2 × 104

HSO4
−·H2SO4·((CH3)2NH)2 3.0 × 109

NO3
−·HNO3 1.8 × 10−5

HSO4
−·HNO3 1.7 × 10−13 7.8 × 10−3

HSO4
−·(HNO3)2 4.7 × 10−6 5.2 × 102

HSO4
−·HNO3·(CH3)2NH 1.8 × 105 3.0 × 10−7

HSO4
−·(HNO3)2·(CH3)2NH 1.4 × 103 4.2

aThe highest evaporation rate for each cluster is marked in bold.

Table 4. Evaporation Rates (1/s) at T = 298.15 K Calculated Using Eqs 4 and 3 with PW91/6-311++G(3df,3pd) Cluster
Energies10 and B3LYP/CBSB7 Dipole Moments and Polarizabilitiesa

evaporating molecule

cluster H2SO4 (CH3)2NH HNO3

H2SO4·(CH3)2NH 2.4 × 101 2.4 × 101

(H2SO4)2 4.7 × 104

(H2SO4)2·(CH3)2NH 7.6 × 10−2 1.9 × 10−5

(H2SO4)2·((CH3)2NH)2 2.1 × 103

HSO4
−·(CH3)2NH 9.5 × 1010

HSO4
−·H2SO4 6.1 × 10−14

HSO4
−·H2SO4·(CH3)2NH 2.0 × 10−17 3.1 × 107

HSO4
−·H2SO4·((CH3)2NH)2 6.9 × 1011

NO3
−·HNO3 2.4 × 10−7

NO3
−·(HNO3)2 3.1 × 103

HSO4
−·HNO3 1.0 × 10−15 5.7 × 10−5

HSO4
−·(HNO3)2 3.0 × 10−4 7.1 × 104

HSO4
−·HNO3·(CH3)2NH 1.5 × 1010 9.1 × 10−6

HSO4
−·(HNO3)2·(CH3)2NH 4.2 × 107 2.0 × 102

aThe highest evaporation rate for each cluster is marked in bold.
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with the three sets of cluster energies are presented in Figure 1.
First of all, the figure shows that the different quantum
chemical methods give very different predictions. While all
methods agree that at room temperature and sub pptv levels of
DMA most sulfuric acid is in free molecular form and that
H2SO4·(CH3)2NH cluster concentrations become non-negli-
gible at low temperatures and high DMA concentrations, the
predicted cluster distributions differ strongly at conditions
relevant, for instance, to spring-time new-particle formation in a
boreal forest. At T = 278 K, [H2SO4] + [H2SO4·(CH3)2NH] =
107 cm−3 and [DMA] ≈ 4 pptv, the clustering fraction [H2SO4·
(CH3)2NH]/([H2SO4] + [H2SO4·(CH3)2NH]) is 80%, 30%
and 2% according to the B3LYP/CBSB7//RICC2/aug-cc-
pV(T+d)Z, G3MP2 and PW91/6-311++G(3df,3pd) methods,
respectively. The methods also disagree on the extent of
formation of two-acid clusters and whether these clusters
contain one or two DMA molecules.
Correct understanding of the formation energetics of small

sulfuric acid-containing clusters is crucial for understanding the
first steps of atmospheric new-particle formation. Since
quantum chemical methods cannot, at present, give a definitive
answer, it would be important to study the acid-base binding
energies experimentally.
Cluster Distributions after Chemical Ionization. Cluster

distributions before and after chemical ionization are presented
in Figure 2 for the B3LYP/CBSB7//RICC2/aug-cc-pV(T+d)Z
quantum chemical data. Both sulfuric acid monomers and
H2SO4·(CH3)2NH clusters form HSO4

−·HNO3 clusters when
colliding with any NO3

−·(HNO3)0−2 charger ions, as the DMA
as well as the second and third nitric acid molecules evaporate
almost immediately. The charging efficiency is the higher the
more H2SO4·(CH3)2NH clusters are present, since they have a
higher collision rate with the charger ions than pure acid
monomers. The collision rates of clusters containing two
sulfuric acid molecules with the charger ions are between those
of the acid molecule and the H2SO4·(CH3)2NH cluster, which
means that the ratio of two-sulfuric-acid-species to one-sulfuric-
acid-species increases upon charging, unless H2SO4·(CH3)2NH
clusters dominate strongly over H2SO4 monomers. After
ionization, the HSO4

−·H2SO4 dimer is the most stable two-
sulfuric-acid-cluster, but the lifetimes of HSO4

−·H2SO4·HNO3·
(CH3)2NH and HSO4

−·H2SO4·HNO3·((CH3)2NH)2 are 30

and 150 ms, respectively, and these may therefore survive into
the mass spectrometer. If, however, the clusters are fragmented
in a CDC after chemical ionization, the HSO4

−·HNO3 clusters
(blue bars in the lower panel of Figure 1) are probably detected
as HSO4

− ions and all the two-sulfuric-acid-containing-clusters
(red bars) as either HSO4

−·H2SO4 or HSO4
− ions.

The charging process is described very similarly by all
quantum chemical methods. According to the G3MP2 and
PW91/6-311++G(3df,3pd) methods, the HSO4

−·(HNO3)2·
(CH3)2NH cluster loses first a DMA and then a nitric acid,
while for B3LYP/CBSB7//RICC2/aug-cc-pV(T+d)Z the
order is opposite, but in any case both H2SO4 and H2SO4·
(CH3)2NH become HSO4

−·HNO3 clusters upon charging.
Energies of clusters containing two sulfuric acid molecules and
nitric acid are not available with the other methods, but all
methods agree that the HSO4

−·H2SO4 dimer is very stable and
that DMA does not bind to it.

Figure 1. Neutral cluster distributions calculated using B3LYP/CBSB7//RICC2/aug-cc-pV(T+d)Z (yellow), G3MP2 (purple), and PW91/6-311+
+G(3df,3pd) (green) cluster energies. In the cluster names, A is sulfuric acid and D is DMA. In all panels, the sum of concentrations of sulfuric acid
monomers and H2SO4·(CH3)2NH clusters is 107 cm−3. The DMA concentrations 107, 108, and 109 cm−3 are approximately 0.4, 4, and 40 pptv,
respectively.

Figure 2. Charging efficiencies at T = 298.15 K and [HNO3] = 0.2
ppbv. The upper panel shows neutral cluster distributions at different
sulfuric acid and DMA concentrations, and the lower panel shows the
distribution of negatively charged sulfuric acid clusters after chemical
ionization. A, A−, D and N refer to sulfuric acid, bisulfate ion, DMA
and nitric acid, respectively, and [A]tot is the sum of free H2SO4 and
H2SO4·(CH3)2NH clusters. The evaporation rates correspond to the
B3LYP/CBSB7//RICC2/aug-cc-pV(T+d)Z cluster energies.
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Nitric acid present in the sample does not affect the
operation of the CIMS significantly. All neutral nitric acid
containing clusters have high evaporation rates, and even at
high levels of nitric acid their concentrations are negligible. The
nitric acid concentration affects the charger ion distribution
and, as the dimer and trimer have lower collision rates with
neutral molecules and clusters, a higher nitric acid concen-
tration leads to a slightly lower charging probability. A high
nitric acid concentration can also increase the amount of DMA
and nitric acid molecules remaining in the clusters after
chemical ionization as shown in Figure 3. However, if the CDC

removes efficiently all nitric acid and DMA molecules from the
clusters, the main effect of nitric acid is via changes in the
charger ion distribution, and this can be minimized by
calibrating the instrument at the measurement site, as is
typically done.
Figure 3 shows also a comparison between the two

parametrizations for the ion-neutral collision rate. Equation 3
gives an overall higher charging probability, while eq 2 predicts
a higher ratio of two-sulfuric-acid-clusters to one-sulfuric-acid
clusters in the charged distribution. At low nitric acid
concentrations eq 3 results in more pure HSO4

−·H2SO4 dimers
relative to clusters with two sulfuric acids and DMA and nitric
acid, and this effect is more pronounced at higher temperatures.
Finally, eq 3 predicts a higher charging enhancement for the
H2SO4·(CH3)2NH cluster compared to the pure acid
monomer, as seen in Table 1.
Suggestion for Experimental Determination of Acid-

Base Cluster Formation Energies. The higher charging
probability of the H2SO4·(CH3)2NH cluster compared to the
H2SO4 monomer can be used for determining the ratio of pure
sulfuric acid molecules and molecules bound to DMA. The
binding fraction will then yield the equilibrium constant of the
clustering process, and through this the binding energy of the
cluster. Here we present the framework for the proposed
experiment.

The aim is to make several measurements with a fixed total
amount of sulfuric acid and a varying DMA concentration, and
study the partitioning of sulfuric acid between free monomers
and H2SO4·(CH3)2NH clusters. In order to keep the sum of the
concentrations of these compounds constant, the measure-
ments should be carried out at a low enough sulfuric acid
concentration or high enough temperature that the particle
formation rate remains negligible at all DMA concentrations. If
the sulfuric acid source rate is too high, the addition of DMA
will lead to the formation of larger sulfuric acid−DMA clusters
and a decrease in the sum of H2SO4 monomers and H2SO4·
(CH3)2NH clusters. A chamber experiment is preferable to a
flow tube experiment to ensure that the cluster formation
reaches equilibrium. Establishing a constant acid concentration
into an empty chamber takes some tens of minutes, and when
DMA is then added incrementally, for instance increasing the
concentration by a factor of 10 at each step, the system gets
close to the new equilibrium within a few minutes for each
DMA value. If the experiment is repeated at different
temperatures, the enthalpic (H) and entropic (S) contributions
to the Gibbs free energy can be solved from the relation G(T)
= H − TS, assuming that H and S are approximately
independent of temperature.
The upper panel of Figure 4 shows the simulated steady-state

concentrations of the sulfuric acid monomer and H2SO4·

((CH3)2NH)1−2 clusters as a function of DMA concentration
according to the three different quantum chemical methods.
The sulfuric acid source term is constant, and at a low DMA
concentration all sulfuric acid is as free monomers. When the
DMA concentration increases, an increasing fraction of the
sulfuric acid binds to it, until finally all the sulfuric acid is in
H2SO4·(CH3)2NH clusters. The DMA concentration required
for this transition depends on the binding energy of the cluster.
The simulated charged cluster distribution after chemical

ionization is shown in the lower panel of Figure 4. The ion
signal in the CIMS increases as more sulfuric acid is bound to
DMA, and the midpoint between the low-DMA signal

Figure 3. Charging efficiencies at T = 278.00 K and different nitric
acid concentrations. The sulfuric acid concentration [H2SO4] +
[H2SO4·(CH3)2NH] and the DMA concentration are both 107 cm−3.
The corresponding neutral cluster distribution is shown in the upper
left panel of Figure (1). In the upper panel the ion-neutral collision
rates are calculated according to eq 2 and in the lower panel according
to eq 3. Cluster energies are calculated with the B3LYP/CBSB7//
RICC2/aug-cc-pV(T+d)Z method. A, A−, D, and N refer to sulfuric
acid, bisulfate ion, DMA, and nitric acid, respectively.

Figure 4. Upper panel: simulated concentrations of H2SO4 monomers
and H2SO4·DMA1−2 clusters at T = 298.15 K as a function of DMA
concentration while the sulfuric acid source term is kept constant.
Lower panel: simulated ion concentrations after chemical ionization of
the distribution in the upper panel. A, A−, D, and N refer to sulfuric
acid, bisulfate ion, DMA, and nitric acid, respectively. The yellow,
purple, and green lines correspond to B3LYP/CBSB7//RICC2/aug-
cc-pV(T+d)Z, G3MP2, and PW91/6-311++G(3df,3pd) cluster
energies, respectively.
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corresponding to only sulfuric acid monomers and the high-
DMA signal corresponding to only H2SO4·(CH3)2NH clusters
gives the DMA concentration [DMA]0.5 at which half of the
sulfuric acid is bound to DMA. According to the equilibrium
condition

γ β· =[H SO DMA] [H SO ][DMA]H SO ,DMA 2 4 H SO ,DMA 2 42 4 2 4

the DMA concentration [DMA]0.5 at which [H2SO4·
(CH3)2NH] = [H2SO4] is

γ

β
= =

P
k T K

[DMA]
1

0.5
H SO ,DMA

H SO ,DMA

0

B H SO ,DMA

2 4

2 4 2 4

where P0 is the standard pressure and KH2SO4,DMA is the
equilibrium constant for the formation of the H2SO4·
(CH3)2NH cluster. This can further be expressed in terms of
the cluster formation free energy as
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⎛
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⎞
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k T
P
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2 4 B
B 0.5

ref (5)

where Pref is the pressure at which the Gibbs free energy is
evaluated. This simplified treatment assumes that the sulfuric
acid source term and the external losses can be neglected. The
full expression for the steady state condition for the monomer
concentration is
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where QH2SO4
is the source term and LH2SO4

is the loss constant,
and the corresponding equation for the cluster formation
energy is
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where [H2SO4]0.5 =
1/2[H2SO4]tot is the sulfuric acid monomer

concentration at the DMA concentration [DMA]0.5. In the
simulations of Figure 4, we have assumed a wall loss equal to
the coagulation sink used in the other simulations, LH2SO4

=

LH2SO4·DMA = 2.6 × 10−3 s−1, which leads to a correction of
−5.75 × 106 cm−3 to the DMA concentration (second and
third term in the brackets in eq 6). The midpoint DMA
concentrations [DMA]0.5 are 1.3 × 108, 3.0 × 109 and 5.1 ×
1010 cm−3 according to the B3LYP/CBSB7//RICC2/aug-cc-
pV(T+d)Z, G3MP2 and PW91/6-311++G(3df,3pd) cluster
energies, respectively, so eq 5 can safely be used. If, however,
the estimated correction terms due to losses are of the same
order as the measured midpoint DMA concentration, it may be
difficult to estimate accurately the binding energy.
It should be noted that eq 5 remains unchanged even if the

cluster formation involves a kinetic barrier, as the collision and
evaporation rates decrease by the same factor. On the other

hand, the correction term in eq 6 depends explicitly on the
collision rate and is thus affected by the barrier, so the validity
of eq 5 might be difficult to assess. However, the correction
term is in any case negative, so eq 5 provides always an upper
limit for the cluster formation energy.

■ CONCLUSIONS
We have modeled the charging of sulfuric acid molecules and
small sulfuric acid−dimethylamine clusters in a chemical
ionization mass spectrometer (CIMS) using the cluster
collision and evaporation code ACDC (atmospheric cluster
dynamics code). As input, we used three sets of quantum
chemical cluster formation energies and two parametrizations
for ion-neutral collision rates.
All three quantum chemical methods agree that upon

colliding with NO3
−·(HNO3)0−1 charger ions both H2SO4

monomers and H2SO4·(CH3)2NH clusters form HSO4
−·

HNO3 ions within a few milliseconds. Furthermore, both
collision rate parametrizations agree that neutral clusters with a
high dipole moment have higher collision rates with the charger
ions than neutral molecules that have a lower mass and lower
dipole moment. Acid-base pairs typically have a high dipole
moment, as either the acid donates a proton to the base to form
an ion pair, or in the case of weaker acids and bases the base
donates an electron pair to the acid, which also leads to charge
separation within the cluster. Therefore, clustering of sulfuric
acid with base molecules is predicted to enhance its detection
in the CIMS, instead of hindering it as has been suggested
previously based on equilibrium cluster distributions.
The formation of H2SO4·base clusters is the first step in the

formation of larger acid-base clusters and finally aerosol
particles. While two out of the three quantum chemical
methods used in this study suggest that a large fraction of gas-
phase sulfuric acid is bound to amines at atmospherically
relevant conditions, the magnitude of the formation energy and
the extent of the formation of these clusters remain unclear, and
experiments are needed to resolve the question. In this article,
we have suggested a simple experiment for measuring the
formation energy of H2SO4·base clusters using the difference in
charging efficiencies between the acid monomer and the
cluster.
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